Wilton Enterprises

Peek-A-Boo Bunny

Hatching Bunny  Bunny Be Quick  Getting Better Bunny
Pan takes any 2-layer cake mix. Easy-to-follow instructions included.
Peek-A-Boo Bunny

Bright-eyed and bursting with good wishes, our Peek-A-Boo Bunny brings a beautiful egg! What a whimsical way to celebrate Easter and springtime, birthdays . . . any hoppy occasion.

Decorating is easy and fun with Wilton! Choose from our grand assortment of decorating tips, bags, icing colors, ready-to-use decorator icing and mix and other exciting decorating accessories.

For more decorating ideas and quality products, see the current Wilton Yearbook of Cake Decorating.

Peek-A-Boo Bunny
(Feature)
Tips 3 and 16 and Wilton Golden Yellow, Pink, Violet, Leaf Green and Brown Icing Colors.

Hatching Bunny Cake
Tips 3, 16, 233 and Wilton Violet and Pink Icing Colors.

Getting Better Bunny Cake
Tips 3, 16 and 47 and Wilton Brown, Golden Yellow, Royal Blue, Black and Pink Icing Colors.

Bunny Be Quick Cake
Wilton Brown and Pink Icing Colors and black shoestring licorice, candy discs, candy-coated chocolate pieces, jelly beans.
To Decorate Getting Better Bunny Cake

You will need Wilton Icing Colors in Brown, Golden Yellow, Royal Blue, Black and Pink; tips 3, 16 and 47.

Make 3-1/4 cups buttercream icing:
- Tint 1 cup brown
- Tint 2 Tablespoons dark brown
- Tint 1-1/4 cup yellow
- Tint 2 Tablespoons blue
- Tint 2 Tablespoons black
- Tint 2 Tablespoons pink
- Reserve 1/2 cup white

To Decorate Cakes you will need:
- Wilton Decorating Bag and Coupler or parchment triangles.
- Tips 3, 16, (alternate designs also use tips 47 and 233).
- Wilton Icing Colors in Golden Yellow, Pink, Violet, Leaf Green, and Brown, (alternate designs also use Royal Blue and Black).
- One 2-layer cake mix or ingredients to make favorite layer cake recipe.
- Buttercream Icing (recipe inside).
- Serving plate or foil-covered cake board.

Pipe
Tip 47 smooth side stripe "bandages"  

Tip 16 Black stars  

Tip 3 Blue and White pipe-in   

Tip 16 Brown stars  

Ice smooth in Yellow

Tip 3 Blue printed message

Ice smooth in White

Tip 3 Black dots on piped tip 47 stripe "bandage"

Tip 3 Dark Brown outlines

Tip 3 Pink pipe-in

Some Bunny Loves You
Get Well Soon!
To Decorate Hatching Bunny Cake
You'll need Wilton Icing Colors in Violet and Pink; tips 3, 16, and 233.
Make 3-1/4 cups of buttercream icing:
- Tint 1 cup violet
- Tint 2 Tablespoons dark violet
- Tint 2 Tablespoons pink
- Reserve 1-1/2 cups white

*Insides of ears iced smooth with Pink icing.*

Tip 3 Dark Violet and White pipe-in

Tip 3 Dark Violet outline

Tip 3 Violet pipe-in

Tip 16 Violet stars

Tip 233 White pull-out fur

To Decorate Bunny Be Quick Cake
You will need Wilton Icing Colors in Brown and Pink; black shoestring licorice, 2 white candy discs, candy-coated chocolate pieces in pastel colors, jelly beans.
Make 3-1/4 cups of buttercream icing:
- Tint 1-1/2 cups brown
- Tint 1-1/2 cups pink
- Reserve 2 Tablespoons white

*Ice smooth in White*

*Ice fluffy in Brown*

*Jelly bean nose*

*Candy discs and jelly beans for eyes*

*Shoestring licorice for mouth, whiskers, eyebrows*

*Candy-coated chocolate pieces*

*Ice smooth in Pink*
To Decorate Peek-A-Boo Bunny Cake

You will need Wilton Icing Colors in Golden Yellow, Pink, Violet, Leaf Green and Brown; tips 3 and 16. We suggest that you tint all icings at one time while cake cools. Refrigerate tinted icings in covered containers until ready to use.

Make 3-1/4 cups buttercream icing:
- Tint 1 cup yellow
- Tint 2 Tablespoons violet
- Tint 1/4 cup pink
- Tint 1/4 cup brown
- Tint 2 Tablespoons leaf green
- Reserve 1-1/2 cups white

**WITH BROWN ICING**
- Use tip 3 and "To Outline" directions to outline details on egg, around ears, eyes and mouth.

**WITH WHITE ICING**
- Use tip 3 and "To Pipe-In" direction to fill in eyes.
- Use tip 16 and "To Make Stars" directions to cover bunny's face and paws.

**WITH PINK ICING**
- Use tip 3 and "To Pipe-In" directions to fill in mouth.
- Use tip 16 and "To Make Stars" directions to fill in bunny's ears.
- Use tip 16 and "To Make Zigzags" directions to cover stripes on egg.

**WITH VIOLET ICING**
- Use tip 16 and "To Make Zigzags" directions to cover stripes on egg.

**WITH LEAF GREEN ICING**
- Use tip 16 and "To Make Stars" directions to fill in zigzag on egg.

**WITH YELLOW ICING**
- Use tip 16 and "To Make Stars" directions to fill in background of egg.

**WITH BROWN ICING**
- Use tip 3 and "To Outline" directions to add whiskers and eyelashes.
- Use tip 3 and "To Make Dots" directions to add centers of eyes.